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Since many people are putting lot of effort in guild progress I lost the ownership of the guild 
and I am proud to say OUR GUILD is doing GREAT. Help me to keep the guild nice drama free 
and active progressing, I been in several guild and we are really doing great, of course there is 
always space to improve. 

# Positive Feedback

- we are a no drama chilled guild fun and relaxed
- Lot of active talkative and nice people, some perv but cool ppl as well.
- we keep progressing with very good speed
- I got 60 !!! such a cool level   Eliss got 57  P2Wiz & Yukiko 59 

# Negative Feedback

- Nothing major we can just improve organization
- I fancy more active officers with more initiatives at at least 1 meeting every 15 days
- Too many people stop playing without even say hello, it’s not nice, would be cool to have few 
words to inform us when they stop playing it’s a form of respect.

# Goals Achieved 

- WE KILLED ALL SEA MONSTERS from easier to the hardest one
- 400+ milion guild funds  >>> ALMOST 500 milions  we raised salary but still positive income
- 142 Guild points >> 156 !!! we doing really good with guild missions
- Average guild level is growing Several 57 few 58/59 and  one cool 60 !!!

# Further Goals

- Consolidate guild core (keep only active players, clean roster, invite active members) 
VERY IMPORTANT ALL BLUE CONTRACT NEED TO BE RENEWED within THIS WEEK

- Arrange  1 training day for duels/pvp every week

- Next guild buff we aiming for: Command To Gather >> then Siege damage reduction

- More Relic RUN & Boss weekly/daily scrolls coordination

- HUNTING TEAM organization

- OFFICERS / QUARTERMASTER  VOICE MEETING: get a microphone I want talk with you all!

- Prepare for small scale nodewars and for “ENDGAME” DUNGEONS!


